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See me just as I see you . . .

Colin Hancock is giving his second chance his best shot. With a history of violence and bad decisions behind
him and the threat of prison dogging his every step, he's determined to walk a straight line. To Colin, that
means applying himself single-mindedly toward his teaching degree and avoiding everything that proved
destructive in his earlier life. Reminding himself daily of his hard-earned lessons, the last thing he is looking
for is a serious relationship.

Maria Sanchez, the hardworking daughter of Mexican immigrants, is the picture of conventional success.
With a degree from Duke Law School and a job at a prestigious firm in Wilmington, she is a dark-haired
beauty with a seemingly flawless professional track record. And yet Maria has a traumatic history of her
own, one that compelled her to return to her hometown and left her questioning so much of what she once
believed.

A chance encounter on a rain-swept road will alter the course of both Colin and Maria's lives, challenging
deeply held assumptions about each other and ultimately, themselves. As love unexpectedly takes hold
between them, they dare to envision what a future together could possibly look like . . . until menacing
reminders of events in Maria's past begin to surface.

As a series of threatening incidents wreaks chaos in Maria's life, Maria and Colin will be tested in
increasingly terrifying ways. Will demons from their past destroy the tenuous relationship they've begun to
build, or will their love protect them, even in the darkest hour?

Rich in emotion and fueled with suspense, SEE ME reminds us that love is sometimes forged in the crises
that threaten to shatter us . . . and that those who see us for who we truly are may not always be the ones
easiest to recognize.
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From reader reviews:

Clyde Harlan:

The book See Me give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You should use to make your
capable more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting pressure or having big problem
with your subject. If you can make examining a book See Me to get your habit, you can get more advantages,
like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about some or all subjects. You are able to
know everything if you like open up and read a publication See Me. Kinds of book are several. It means that,
science book or encyclopedia or other individuals. So , how do you think about this reserve?

Adam Cohn:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading habit
give you lot of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge the actual information inside the
book that will improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of reserve you
read, if you want send more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want really feel
happy read one along with theme for entertaining including comic or novel. Typically the See Me is kind of
guide which is giving the reader capricious experience.

Sylvia Langley:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a e-book will give you a lot of new
information. When you read a publication you will get new information due to the fact book is one of several
ways to share the information as well as their idea. Second, studying a book will make you more
imaginative. When you examining a book especially tale fantasy book the author will bring you to imagine
the story how the figures do it anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to other folks. When you
read this See Me, you can tells your family, friends along with soon about yours e-book. Your knowledge
can inspire the mediocre, make them reading a guide.

Hilary Rangel:

As a scholar exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher asked them to go to the library or make summary
for some guide, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's heart or real their pastime.
They just do what the professor want, like asked to the library. They go to there but nothing reading really.
Any students feel that reading through is not important, boring and can't see colorful pictures on there. Yeah,
it is for being complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know that on this period, many ways to
get whatever we would like. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's country. So , this See Me can
make you really feel more interested to read.
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